The Faculty of Natural Sciences

Call for applications

The Faculty of Natural Sciences and the Faculty of Natural Sciences Distinguished Scientist Visitors Program accepts applications for short visits at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev as a Faculty of Natural Sciences Distinguished Scientist Visitors Program Visiting Fellow.

The tenure of this visiting fellowship is for up to one month. During that time we expect that the visitor will be able to interact on an informal basis with both faculty and graduated students, present a few seminars on his/hers research activities and interests, and perhaps even give a short course. These activities will be coordinated with the visitors' host department and the hosting faculty member.

The Faculty of Natural Sciences Distinguished Scientist Visitors Program covers the cost of an APEX ECONOMY ticket. The university arranges for the cost of the ticket noted above to be transferred directly to the account of the visitor. The latter procedure usually takes about one month from the receipt of the documentation here in Beer-Sheva.

In addition to the visitor air fare, the Faculty of Natural Sciences Distinguished Scientist Visitors Program will provide a per diem of NIS (approximately $44) for out of pocket expenses for the period of the stay, up to a maximum of thirty 200 days, as well as covering the cost of accommodation in the University residence.

Prior to the arrival, the visitor is requested to supply us with a recent 9 x 12 photo for inclusion in our album of Faculty of Natural Sciences Distinguished Scientist Visitors Program. Also, upon completion of your visit here we ask that visitor to summarize his/hers activities in the form of a letter to the Dean of the Faculty.